Experimental human hookworm infection: therapeutic potential
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Abstract: There has been an increase in the number of autoimmune and inflammatory diseases around the world, especially in developing countries. Helminths are masters of inducing an immune response that could potentially overcome those generated by unrelated host diseases. Hence, it is no surprise that there are studies focusing on using helminths to treat some of those diseases. This review focuses on the use of human hookworm Necator americanus as a treatment for some of the autoimmune and inflammatory diseases.
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Introduction

Human hookworm diseases are the important neglected tropical diseases caused by two soil-transmitted helminth species: Necator americanus and Ancylostoma duodenale. It is estimated that 1.5 billion people are exposed to soil-transmitted helminth infection incurring 24% of the world’s population.1 Hookworm alone infects ~576–740 million people worldwide. Hookworm infection occurs by penetration of stage 3 infective larvae (iL3) through skin. Following the larvae entering the bloodstream via capillaries, they travel to the lungs, migrating via the respiratory tract to the throat where they are swallowed prior to passing down the esophagus into the small intestine. It is here where the larvae feed, mature to adulthood, mate, and produce eggs. The eggs are released in the feces into the environment and, under favorable environmental conditions, they hatch and develop into infective larvae, completing the life cycle. According to Centers for Diseases Control and Prevention, most of the people infected with hookworms are asymptomatic, especially during the primary infection. High hookworm burden usually induces anemia and protein loss, with such infections easily treatable.2 There are, however, some notable differences between natural and experimental infections. In experimental hookworm infections, some patients report very mild diarrhea and abdominal discomfort 4 weeks postinfection, coinciding with the arrival of the immature stage of larvae in the small intestine. In natural infection, the number of infective larvae penetrating the skin or the length of infection is usually unknown.3,4

Immunology of experimental hookworm infection

Helminths are a very broad group of parasites, generating many similarities and differences in the host immune response. However, there are numerous studies...
involving experimental human hookworm infection, which helped to clarify some points relating to this infection. With respect to \textit{N. americanus}, the current methodology for the determination of a hookworm infection is via the presence of eggs released in the feces. The majority of the studies report findings during or after the establishment of the patency.

During the 1980s, experimental hookworm infection studies in healthy patients started to elucidate the early events of infection. One of the pioneer studies evaluated the events following exposure of volunteers to 50 infective stage 3 larvae (iL3). This study proved that infection with up to 50 iL3 of \textit{N. americanus} was safe and tolerable, with no anemia, associated with low infection rates. At week 5 postinfection, patients reported flatulence and painful events, with symptoms linked to the establishment of worms in the small intestine. Mucosal erythema in the bronchoalveolar lavage was also shown. Eosinophilia in the blood peaked between 38 days and 64 days postinfection (dpi). However, only a few patients had levels of antibodies (IgE and IgG) augmented, with levels of both postinfection (dpi). Only a few patients had levels of antibodies (IgE and IgG) augmented, with levels of both immunoglobulins decreased after the infection was cleared.\textsuperscript{5}

The parameters evaluated during infection with 50 iL3 varied among the studies. In 2005, a study demonstrated that the peak of egg production present in the stool occurred 145 days postinfection; however, its presence in the stool started as early as 7.5 weeks postinfection. Additionally, this study demonstrated that IgG and IgE sera levels increased during the patent phase. Parasite load was also evaluated and showed that volunteers with 50 iL3 infection had between 600 and 900 eggs of hookworm released per gram (epg) of stool. Analysis of the blood parameters, at the same evaluation day (42 dpi), showed an increase in the number of white blood cells and eosinophils by 2.5 and 5 times, respectively, when compared to prior infection. One of the major advantages of experimental infection is the possibility to follow those parameters normally difficult to evaluate, for example, the level of cytokines. This study demonstrated that infection with \textit{N. americanus} induced T-helper cell type 2 (Th2)-type cytokines. Moreover, interleukin (IL)-5 was produced very early postinfection and peaked at 20 dpi, while IL-13 peaked at 84 dpi. Other cytokines, for example, IL-10 and interferon γ (IFN-γ), were detected demonstrating that hookworm infection generates a complex and mixed immune response. Interestingly, there was a positive correlation between the levels of IL-5 detected in the blood and the presence of eggs in the feces. No correlation, either with the egg counts in the feces or with the eosinophils in the blood, was seen with IL-13.\textsuperscript{5}

In vitro studies on peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) cultured with hookworm antigens are used to amplify the response to those antigens. The following three major \textit{N. americanus} groups of antigens are studied: iL3 extract, adult worm extract (AdEx or AE), and excreted/secreted proteins from adult worms. It was seen that the antigens iL3 or adult worm extract increased the proliferation and the production of tumor necrosis factor (TNF) in PBMCs from experimentally infected people evaluated during patency and early infection time points. A decrease in the same group of cells’ proliferation was seen during prepatency period, although TNF production remained increased. Other responses were also demonstrated: stimulation with iL3 antigen induced an increase in CCL17 chemokine production, while excreted/secreted proteins induced IL-10 production in PBMCs.\textsuperscript{7}

Hookworm infection for treating inflammatory and autoimmune disease

According to the American Autoimmune Diseases Association (AAADA), there are ~80–100 autoimmune diseases identified and another 40 diseases that have an autoimmune component. Many chronic diseases with inflammatory and deconstructive components were found to be autoimmune, including rheumatoid arthritis, Grave’s disease, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, type 1 diabetes, and celiac disease.\textsuperscript{8} One hundred thirty-four autoimmune diseases were listed in the AAADA web site, with the National Institute of Health estimating that 24.5 million people suffer with these diseases in the US and 3%-5% of the population estimated as being affected. Since the number of diseases and the etiology are varied, one should additionally consider that autoimmune diseases can affect several parts of the body either isolated or simultaneously. Furthermore, the symptoms and the disease time course can vary among the disease states.\textsuperscript{9,10}

From an immunological point of view, some diseases such as type 1 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, and multiple sclerosis have an important Th1 component. Thus, a predisposition to produce type 1 cytokines, or even virus or bacterial infection, could lead to an induction of those inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. On the contrary, helminth diseases have a strong Th2 or modulatory type of response and could contribute to balance the immune system.\textsuperscript{11}

Autoimmune diseases are very complex, and a modest variation in the phenotype can have an impact on the disease and influence subsequent therapy. Due to the effect of the disease state on treatment, it is necessary to understand the genetic and immunological variances among the individual patients and the effect of early intervention and avoidance of complications. The disease percentage rates among identical
twins can be very low in some diseases, for example, 15% in rheumatoid arthritis and 24% in systemic lupus erythematosus but slightly higher in type 1 diabetes with 30% coincidence in this population.8,12,13

Hookworm is emerging as a possible therapy for some autoimmune diseases. However, there are difficulties in using an animal experimental model for human hookworm since *N. americanus* is highly adapted to the human body, with mice not easily susceptible to infection. Hamsters can be infected; however, they are not the most suitable model due to the limited availability of species-specific reagents. Moreover, in the hamster model, there is a need for corticosteroid injections in conjunction with *N. americanus* to maintain the ongoing infection. Also, hamster hookworm infections are costly and time consuming with the recovered worms much smaller in size when compared with those in human infections. Worms in the human gut can survive several years, and if people maintain suitable hygiene standards, random infection is kept very low or nonexistent.14–16 Hence, for clinical trials of some autoimmune diseases, it is essential to use human hookworm infection as opposed to model systems.

In 2006, it was described that infection with 10, 25, 50, and 100 iL3 larvae was well tolerated, although itching on the skin entry site and gastrointestinal discomfort were more common in higher doses. The number of eggs recovered was at least 50 epg. Levels of eosinophilia, blood IgE (from week 6 postinfection), and IgG (weeks 8, 10, and 12 postinfection) were detected even in low iL3 infection rates. Additionally, there was no significant change in anemia, measured by the hemoglobin levels and hematocrit, demonstrating that ten *N. americanus* iL3 would be suitable for the therapy of inflammatory diseases.17,18 Moreover, basophilic activation was noted in very early infection (4 weeks) and was kept higher than placebo control at weeks 6 and 12 postinfection. However, this activation was not followed by an increase in hookworm IgE, confirming that an experimental hookworm infection using ten iL3 was still within safe monitoring limits when compared with those in human infections. However, this activation was not followed by an increase in hookworm IgE, confirming that an experimental hookworm infection using ten iL3 was still within safe monitoring limits.

The way in which hookworm or other helminths could control an inflammatory or autoimmune disease is not yet clear. It is expected that different diseases elicit different immune responses in the presence of helminths. Even with similarities in the activated immune compartments associated with these diseases, there are differences in the helminths individual genome/proteome. Mechanisms of suppression of the inflammatory diseases rely on both adaptive and innate immune responses, including mechanisms of the worm evading the host response and the immunomodulatory effects associated with the infection as indicated by the presence of Th2, Treg, modulatory cytokines, and B-cells.20

To date, there are 41 clinical trials involving hookworm registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov database. Among them, only six clinical trials are evaluating hookworm as therapy for inflammatory diseases. Diseases that are currently being investigated or already completed and have examined the influence of hookworm in their progression are asthma (one clinical trial), allergic rhinoconjunctivitis (one clinical trial), multiple sclerosis (two clinical trials), and celiac disease (two clinical trials).21

This review is based on the information found in the published studies and the two available platforms PubMed and Google Scholar. Therefore, it is important to note that of the two multiple sclerosis clinical trials in www.clinicaltrials.gov database, one (NCT00630383) was withdrawn prior to enrolment in June 2012 due to it being superseded by another similar study (NCT01470521). This later study (NCT01470521) consisted of a double-blind Phase II trial with 72 patient enrollments, with the study set for completion in January 2016; the results of this trial are not yet available.

**Allergies and hookworm**

In 2001, Scrivener et al studied the effect of human hookworm (*N. americanus*) infection in patients with wheeze, associated with a domestic allergen. There was a strong association between allergen wheeze and the house localization (urban area) in this study. In comparison, infection with hookworm was negatively associated with wheeze.22

In Vietnam, a study with 1,601 children aged between 6 years and 18 years evaluated the influence of helminth infection on skin sensitization. Infection with natural hookworm burden (>350 epg) was associated with reduced dust mites sensitization.23 In the same country, a study with 1,587 children from a rural area demonstrated that the decrease in the skin allergen sensitization was related to the presence of IL-10 produced against hookworm at baseline. Interestingly, there was no difference between cytokine production in the placebo group and hookworm drug-treated group. Hence, the results clearly demonstrate that an infection with hookworm reduces the risk of allergen skin sensitization.24,25

Of interest is a placebo-controlled trial in Uganda involving 2,507 pregnant women. Following the birth of the 2,345 children, 1,635 children were followed up for 5 years. It was observed that hookworm infection alone, not the presence of other helminths, was negatively associated with reduced eczema during mother’s pregnancy and in the children. Hence,
there was a strong association between eczema in mother and child when mothers were not infected with hookworm. Additionally, the presence of a cockroach-specific IgE in children was negatively associated with a pregnancy-associated hookworm infection.26 Hence, sensitization during pregnancy improved the response against eczema in children born from hookworm-infected mothers, demonstrating that hookworm has the possibility to control or improve skin allergy; however, the mechanisms involved require further elucidation.

Based on the studies working on natural hookworm infection, a clinical trial was conducted for 12 weeks evaluating patients with allergic rhinoconjunctivitis and patients concurrently infected with hookworm N. americanus. This trial showed that infection with ten iL3 was not capable of changing the levels of allergen-related IgE and the cytokine production of TNF, IL-4, and IL-10, when compared with placebo control. Although not significant, it should be noted that IFN-γ levels decreased with the patency establishment as measured by the presence of eggs released in the feces at week 6 postinfection.18 These combined results indicate that the dose of hookworm infection needs to be adjusted, in a safe trial-and-error manner, to help deliver an effective treatment for allergic rhinoconjunctivitis. Interestingly, patients with allergic rhinoconjunctivitis showed increased skin itchiness and redness compared with control group, particularly during 1 week postinfection. Additionally, some patients reported abdominal pain; however, patients infected with hookworm reported an improvement in hay fever symptoms. As a result, eleven of 13 participants decided not to terminate the infection following the conclusion of the clinical trial, with a further eleven people from placebo control group electing to be infected with hookworm.27

A randomized placebo-controlled trial in asthma disease was performed in 32 patients diagnosed and treated with corticosteroids (up to 1,000 mg beclometasone). The trial was followed up for 16 weeks. Both primary and secondary outcomes showed no significant differences between the groups tested. Peripheral eosinophils rose ~day 21 post-hookworm infection, with the peak between 42 days and 84 days postinfection. At the end of the study, 13 in 16 patients (>80%) with hookworm infection decided not to take antihelminth treatment, although no significant improvement in asthma measurements was seen. There are a few theories about the reasons why this trial did not succeed. Although there was a possibility that the association between hookworm infection and improvement of asthma was false, there was a hypothesis that the presence of corticosteroids treatment impairs or does not allow the immune system to respond accordingly during hookworm infection. Furthermore, on this trial, several participants did not release eggs in the feces; the only measurement able to prove current infection.28 This study also kept a very low dose of ten iL3 as infection rate; thus, the epg counting, when present, was up to 50, proving a very low infection burden. In wheeze measurements, clinical trials had indicated that patients with higher epg counts (48–1,458 epg) showed better protection.22 Indeed, more studies with higher hookworm infection safe doses should be performed to clarify the role of hookworm in asthma.

Therefore, the current infection with hookworm was associated with lower risk of asthma and a decreased effect on wheeze. Other helminths also showed similar response. Nonetheless, N. americanus was the only helminth to show dose-related infection intensity in the reduction of both asthma and wheeze.29

Crohn’s disease and hookworm
Crohn’s disease is one type of inflammatory bowel disease. One of the first studies involving hookworm infection and Crohn’s disease was performed in Australia with a very small number of patients. In this study, Crohn’s disease patients and researchers received inocula, where three received 25 iL3, five received 50 iL3, and one received 100 iL3. The iL3 strain was donated from UK and originally came from Madang, Papua, New Guinea. Penetration of iL3 through skin was reported to cause itchiness that disappeared after a few days in all patients. The patients reported no symptoms related to pulmonary or respiratory tract. Blood eosinophilia was prominent from 5 weeks postinfection and stayed high until week 20 postinfection when compared with preinfection rates. All the patients developed patent infection by week 20 after iL3 administration, and at this time point, Crohn’s disease activity index was measured and showed an improvement. There was no statistical difference in hemoglobin during the whole infection period. Reinoculation was offered and performed in five of eight subjects. At week 27 from first infection, four patients previously infected with 25 iL3 received another 25 iL3, one previously infected with 50 iL3 had received another 50 iL3, and at week 30, another patient previously infected with 50 iL3 dose received 25 iL3. In two of the five patients, there was a disease reactivation by week 45 (counting from first infection), and three improved the Crohn’s disease scores and reduced immunosuppression drugs. All
five reinoculated patients were in remission by week 45, indicating that hookworm had a summit effect on the immuno-suppressive therapy, improving their health. Following this study, the same group of researchers also evaluated the arrival of the worms in the gut after reinoculation. The results demonstrated that either in Crohn’s disease patients or in healthy infected people, the distribution of the worms in the gut followed the presence of current infection; that is, mature worms populated preferentially the distal duodenum and proximal jejunum. Moreover, immature worms were expelled distally. Together, these findings suggested that hookworm infection could benefit better, diseases that occur in the same location where mature worms reside.

In 2011, a study from India was published with results from 78 Crohn’s disease patients and 75 healthy control individuals. The majority of theCrohn’s disease patients were from urban area (57 out of 78) but control individuals were evenly distributed among the areas. In regard to T-cell activation on hookworm crude extract, patients with Crohn’s disease showed decreased percentage in the number of T-cells expressing CD69 than that in the healthy individuals. In response to hookworm antigens in vitro, 36 healthy people (48%) and 20 Crohn’s disease patients (25%) produced IFN-γ (P=0.005). Taken together, T-cell activation, production of IFN-γ in response to hookworm antigens, and residence in rural areas are inversely related to this disease. People with disease diagnosed for over 2 years were excluded, as well as people using immunosuppressant steroids or infliximab (antibody anti-TNF). It is probable that the worst cases were also excluded. Hence, this study also indicates that hygiene hypothesis needs further investigation, since it lacked specific markers for previous hookworm infection as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) against worm antigens demonstrates cross-reactivity with other helminths.

Celiac disease and hookworm
Celiac disease is an autoimmune disease in genetically susceptible people developed by a diet with gluten ingestion. In the absence of gluten ingestion, most of the celiac disease patients can control the disease and enter remission.

The first clinical trial with celiac disease patients was based on a safe dose of hookworm infection (10+5 iL3) and a well-known gluten challenge (16 g of gluten a day for 5 days). On this trial, 20 patients were selected and divided into double-blind placebo (chili) control and infected groups. At week 0, patients from the infected group received ten iL3, and at week 12, another five larvae. Blood was withdrawn at week 0 (baseline), 4, 12, 20 (pregluten challenge), and 21 (post-gluten challenge) postinfection. At weeks 20 and 21, duodenal biopsies were also collected to evaluate the damage in the gut. All ten patients from the infected group had infection confirmed either by worm visualization during endoscopy or by the presence of eggs in the feces. Although not statistically significant, it was notable that the patients in the infected group answered a better score for lethargy than control group. Blood eosinophilia was observed from week 4 in the infected group and stayed higher than control until week 21. After the gluten challenge intake, at week 21, the percentage of T-cells producing IFN-γ in response to QE65 gluten peptide in vitro was increased only for the placebo group, although the differences between the study groups were not significant.

Additionally, after the gluten challenge, patients with hookworm infection demonstrated decreased levels of inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ and IL-17A spontaneously produced by duodenal biopsies, indicating that hookworm infection could induce modulation in the inflammatory site. In response to QE65 gluten peptide, biopsies from infected individuals showed a strong IL-2, IL-17A, and IFN-γ production. Interestingly, IL-5 production in response to QE65 stimulation was only seen in biopsies from the infected group. Together, the results demonstrate that the capacity of hookworm infection modulation would be via Th2 and IL-10, regulating Th1/Th17 response. Remarkably, from 20 initial patients, 17 decided to keep the infection believing that they could benefit in the long-term from it. This clinical trial also contributed to the understanding of hookworm infection since in the endemic areas we have no knowledge of parasite burden in the intestine, neither the time nor length of the infection. A systemic Th2 response was observed, with an increase in the levels of IL-5 and IL-13 starting from week 4 and peaking at week 12 postinfection. At the parasite site, the intestinal biopsies showed increased levels of IFN-γ mRNA after the infection compared with the levels of IFN-γ mRNA before the infection. Since a Th1 profile was not observed, the presence of IFN-γ was considered to most likely be from an innate source. Furthermore, in this study, healthy celiac patients (before gluten challenge) also showed that mRNA levels of ALDH1A2 and IL-15 were increased after infection, although there was a decrease in the mRNA levels of IL-23 when comparing postinfection versus pre-hookworm infection. The biopsies of the celiac patients were then restimulated with excretory/secretory proteins from adult worms. The result was a strong Th2 response with increased mRNA levels of IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, IL-9, and IL-10. This effect was also shown in PBMCs under the same restimulation conditions. Levels of
IL-15, transforming growth factor β, and IL-22 mRNA were also increased in biopsies cultured with excretory/secretory proteins. Thus, it was hypothesized that current hookworm infection can decrease the levels of proinflammatory cytokines and immune cell activation, inducing a strong Th2 and regulatory response environment that will contribute to the worm survival for many years in the host.\(^{36}\)

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the number of infective larvae used, although very safe, was also very low, considering that 16 g of gluten a day for 5 days is a large amount of gluten with which to challenge celiac disease patients. Thus, another question rose from this study: would it be possible to induce a gluten tolerance in the patients infected with hookworm?

Another study was recently conducted involving 12 celiac disease patients, evaluating the clinical trial for 52 weeks. At this time point of assessment, the subjects received 20 IL3, ten at week 0 and ten at weeks 4–8. Gluten challenge was performed for all of the patients as follows: microchallenge (10–50 mg of gluten for 12 weeks), GC-1g group (25 mg daily plus 1 g for 12 weeks), and GC-3g (3 g of gluten for 2 weeks). Unfortunately, not all subjects completed the trial; two subjects needed to withdraw after microchallenge, ten completed the 1 g challenge and eight completed the 3 g challenge, showing that there are still some unpredictable effects that need to be clarified. No signs of anemia and classical eosinophilia were observed. The results of this trial showed that there were no differences in the gut villi crypt depth measurements after 1 g challenge. Antigliutaminase IgA titers declined after 1 g challenge but increased after 3 g challenge. The presence of IFN-γ producing intestinal T-cells decreased and regulatory T-cell (CD4+FoxP3+) increased after hookworm infection. Thus, hookworm infection together with microchallenges showed promotion of tolerance and improvement of the participants’ quality of life.\(^{37}\) The patients also had their gut microbiota evaluated. In patients infected with hookworm, the gut flora composition did not change after the gluten challenge. Additionally, there was an increase in the number of species present in the gut of hookworm-infected people through the clinical trial indicating that the maintenance of gut microflora richness could be a way of regulating the celiac disease via hookworm infection. How this relationship works and flows still needs more elucidations.\(^{38–40}\)

**Final remarks**

Very light hookworm infection was proven to be safe, especially in the developed countries where good sanitation and hygiene habits are not a problem. Considering the power of hookworm infection in the induction of Th2 and/or modulatory response, very little has been studied with regard to using infection to control autoimmune and inflammatory diseases. It is also necessary to keep in mind that autoimmune and inflammatory diseases have a broad spectrum of symptoms, treatment, and varying sites of injury. However, with the increasing number of these diseases, there is a need for new and intelligent interventions for the early prevention and control of them. It is also necessary to point out that not all patients would feel comfortable receiving a worm infection, especially because of the lack of knowledge about the parasite they have. With the advantage of bioinformatics and published parasites’ genomes, the science community should benefit and start looking for possible modulatory molecules to treat inflammatory and autoimmune diseases, considering the particularities of each parasite and disease of interest.
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